Team Notes

- UVA’s (20-7, 11-5 ACC) four-game road win streak ended
- The 34-point loss was UVA’s largest vs. Virginia Tech since a 35-point loss on Feb. 18, 1961
- Virginia Tech led 36-16 at the half
- The 20-point halftime deficit was the largest for UVA since trailing North Carolina 33-13 in the 2022 ACC Tournament quarterfinals
- Virginia Tech used a 20-0 run to gain a 36-14 lead
- UVA had a scoring drought of 8:57 during the 20-0 run
- Virginia Tech earned a split in the season series and half point in the Smithfield Commonwealth Clash
- Virginia leads the 2024 Clash vs. Virginia Tech 5.5-2.0
- Six of UVA’s seven losses have been away from home and by 16 or more points
- UVA forced two shot clock violations (23 in 2023-24)

Series Notes

- Virginia is 98-60 all-time vs. Virginia Tech, including a 23-34 mark in Blacksburg, in the series that dates to 1914-15
- UVA is winless in its last four visits to Blacksburg
- Head coach Tony Bennett is 19-10 all-time vs. Virginia Tech

Player Notes

- Double Figure Scorers: Isaac McKneely (11)
- McKneely reached double figures for the 22nd time
- Dante Harris’ six points off the bench were his most since scoring six vs. Texas Southern on Nov. 16, 2023
- Harris tied a season high with two steals
- Ryan Dunn had one blocked shot to move into a tie for eighth on UVA’s single-season list with 63 blocks